Judges MUST read to students before the start of the competition

1. Turn off and put away all electronic devices for the duration of the competition. Once the competition begins, any use of electronic devices will be considered to be cheating, and as such, result in disqualification.
2. This competition will consist of two rounds of 20 questions each. After first round, the top ten highest score contestants will stay for 2nd round of competition. (After 2nd round, if the gold, silver and browns winners are still hard to decide, then there will be 3rd round of 20 questions to compete further until first 3 winners are decided.)
3. You will have sixty seconds (60) to answer (content of correct choice, not capital letter of each choice) each question. However, if all contestants are done before the end of the time, the reader may call for answers earlier.
4. Write all answers legibly on the provided marker board.
5. When time is called, put down your marker and raise your board immediately. The Judge in your Room/Zone will call your answer "Correct" or "Incorrect" and your scorekeeper will mark your score sheet accordingly.
6. Remain orderly and quiet for the duration of each question, even after you have finished answering.
7. Judges decisions are final. Do not argue with judges.
8. Disruptions will not be tolerated. Judges reserve the right to warn and, after one warning, disqualify disruptive students.
9. Any instance of cheating will result in immediate disqualification of the team involved.
10. Spectators are NOT permitted in competition areas.
11. Any contact with teachers or other teams regarding question content is considered cheating and will result in immediate disqualification of the team involved.
12. All teachers are to act in a courteous, respectful, and professional manner. Those not adhering to this rule will be asked to leave the competition.

Good luck and have fun!
2018 Indy Chinese Contest Registration Guidelines

I. Contestants: K-12 Chinese language students (Chinese heritage students are not included)

II. Contest content: HSK Vocabulary level 1- level 3 (see attached Excel files)
   1. HSK 1 for Junior high school students and High school Chinese 1
   2. HSK 2 for High school Chinese 2 and 3
   3. HSK 3 for High school Chinese 4 and above students

III. Contest rules and procedures (see attached file)

IV. Contest format
   PPT present one question a time.
   Marker board & marker for each contestant
   Questions on PPT will look like the following sample.

   Friend

   A. 你好    B. 老师
   C. 朋友    D. 没有

   Contestants needs to write down “朋友” correctly within 60 seconds to win one point. Simply write “C” will score zero.